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Editorial. 
It is unnecessary to state in this department that the views ad-
vanced by correspondents and contributors to the WEEKLY may 
or may not be in harmony with the views of the editors. The 
WEEKLY does not hold itself responsible for any expression of 
opinion, unless such opinion be published' without signature, as 
editorial. And it would regard it as lamentable if there were 
not enough of spirit manifested in the different departments of 
the paper to call out an occaSional rejoinder, and now and then 
a' lively discussion. Let us hear what can be said on both sides 
of a question, if there are two sides (and there is no need of say· 
ing anything if it must be only what everybody will consent to), 
only let 'the discussions always be conducted in a dignified and 
courteous manner. Two weeks ago we presented the otherside of the 
Spelling Reform question. Supt. Marble said some very sensi-
ble things, and even though the WEEKLY has committed itse\( on 
the side of the Reform, yet it gave a column with pleasure to a 
counter argument. This week the moral question again comes 
to the front, and this time the rare argument is made that we 
may make too much of teaching morality as a specific thing to 
the children of our public schools. The two articles should be 
read with patience and reflection . There may be a stern truth 
in the position taken, and if so it is well that it should be made ' 
plain. The stand taken by the WEEKLY on this question is also 
well.known; and here, at least, there haS been no change of ed-
itorial opinion. On the question of higher education for 
women, the WEEKLY has claimed to be misunderstood, and 
wishes now simply to add that not only for the higher, but for 
the highut education of every intelligent man or women it is and 
willbe a ready advocate; and at the first opportunity will speak 
more fully and explicitly in defense of that cause. 
We can not say that we favor. compulsory education. In the 
country districts it would be impracticable and in the ci~ies it 
would destroy that system which has for its central idea the sus' 
pension of pupils for misconduct. Were a few of the boys who 
hang around our school buildings and make life a burden to the 
residents of the vicinity compelled to attend school, the 'disci-
pline would be ruined in a fortni2"ht and the minds of compara-
tively innocent children dissipated and corrupted. 
All that we need in a large city is a truant school for incorri-
gibles, at which attendance should be compUlsory, and a truant 
officer for each school or group of schools, simply to inquire the 
cause of a child's absence, and be a medium of reliable commu-
nication between the homes of irregular pupils and the school. 
This plan was proposed some years ago ; yet, notwithstanding 
the fact that the majority of our criminals are juveniles, nothing 
in the way of legislation has been attempted to remedy ~he evil 
and conserve the interests of truant and wayward boys. 
Demagogues have wept crocodile tears over the hordes of boys 
that infest the s reets, and yet they refuse to take a single step 
toward directing them upon the right road, but point . with . a 
hyp)critical mive.1 at the high schools as the cause of so .much 
juvenile misfortune. The remedy suggested' would be easy and 
inexpensive. A truant school is surely as legitimate asa school 
for mutes, and as to the truant officers, the stalwart forms of the 
regular police would not be sf;!riously encumbered by a duty 
which would be Ul0re pleasant and interesting than that of mere 
side· walk inspection. 
STATE TEXT-BOOKS. 
ABILL introduced by Mr. Bower of the Illinois House of Rep. resentatives bears the following title : 
"For an act to provide uniform School Text-Books, and to pro-
vide for preparing the manuscripts, cuts, plates, and maps, and 
publishing, anc;l the distribution of the same." . 
Notwithstanding the ungrammatical title this is not a bad bill. 
Section I provides that "the Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion shall, within thirty (30) days after this act goes into effect, ' 
appoint a commission consisting of three l3) competent persons, 
whose duty it shall be to prepue or cause to be prepared, the 
manuscript, cuts, maps, and other materials, needed for aseries of 
text·book,s, suitable for all branches authoFized and required to 
be taught, viz.: Ortbography, reading, writing, arithmetic, 
"geography, history, ' English grammar, physiology, and such 
other text·bo)k, ai are now uied in seh )o\s in accordance with 
law. " 
Section 2 provide, that the compensation of each commission. 
er shall be $2,500 per annum, Provided that we are appointed 
on that commission, the author of this bill shall be our right 
bo:wer hereafter. 
Section 3 is mere iteration. 
Section 4 names the books, "The lllinois Series of SchOOl 
Books;" not a bad name, by the way. 
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, Section 5 provides for the employment of assistants to the 
commissioners. 
Section 6 relates to bids and specifications. 
Section 7 contemplates the discharge of the commission after 
he completion of their work-an improbable contingency. 
, Section 8 refers to copyrighr. 
Section 9 defines the term of contract. 
Section 10 states the media of advettising for bids. 
Section I I places the bond of contractors at from $20,000 to 
$75,000. 
Section 12 relieves the state of liability and fixes it on the 
cO\.lnty superintendents and their bondsmen. 
Sections 13 to 18 to refer to the details of manufacture, super-
vision, and distribution. 
Section 19 makes the use of the books imperative under pen-
alty of loss of state school fund to the recalcitrant district. 
Sections 20 to 22 relate to sale the of the books and the em-
ployment of clerical force. 
We trust that this bill will receive from our legislators atten-
tive consideration. We do not,know that a measure of this na-
ture has been successful in the United States, but we do know 
that such a series has been eminently successsful in Great Britaip 
in the .national schools. The excellence, cheapness, and uni-
formity of the tl;xt-books in use in the national schools of Great 
Britain and Ireland, the condensation of matter, the directness 
with which the subjects are treated-the multum in parVo charac-
ter of eaeh little volume would make the heads of our American 
proudly i'magine. How can they afford to buy legislatures and 
city school boards? How do they manage to support so many 
expensive agents? How do they afford to pay such enormous 
sums for advertising? How does each firm manage to retire a 
set of partners every few years? The sums represented by these 
measures should remain in the pockets of the people of the .;tate, 
and may so remain if Mr. Bower's bill becomes a law and its 
provisions are judiciously carried out. Then, teachers of Illi-
nois, in the name of independence of publishers, of immunity 
from their bores of agents, and cheap and uniform text-books, 
let us "haste to the Bower." 
ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTION. 
REFERENCE was last week made to the complaints of un-skillful teaching in the lower grades of school work and of 
,too much time spent upon the "common branches." Whatever 
of validity there may be in the latter criticism, it is due to the 
cause alleged in the former. The so-called common branches 
are the foundation of all subsequent 'studies and of all future pro-
gress in mental growth. Their right purpose in early teaching 
is to train the faculties, to form the mind, to clear the way, and ' 
inspire the will for all other efforts and achievements. Rightly 
employed, these branches affo't'd a kind of preparation and disci-
pline for which no substitute can be found. They constitute 
the curriculum of the "people's colleges." To read and rightly -
to interpret the mother tongue, to write it legibly and freely, to 
express thought concisely and accurately in both the ,oral and 
book-builders swim with amazement. A better treatise can be writtl'n forms, to use the nine digits and their various combina-
bought there for 4d. British than can be purchased here for $1. 25· tions with precision amI facility in the affairs of life, to learn the 
And why? Because comparatively disinterested men, with no distinction between debit and credit, to employ the hand and 
hobbies, with the general good only in view and bent on econo- the eye in the correct reproduction of the manifold forms of the 
my of time and money, have compiled the works and the nation visible world of matter and th,e invisible world of the imagina-
furnishes them at cost to its juvenile subjects. ti~n, to inspire the love of learping and the practice of virtue, t.o 
Now what has been done in Great Britain can be done in Illi- aim at what is noble, to shun and despise that which is mean, 
no is, and that is to supply a uniform series of scbool text-books until these acts become habitual;-these and nothing less than 
at cost price to the children 01 the state, and thereby, hereafter, these are the true ends of elementary instruction. These great 
avoid the expense and v.exation of frequent change of text-books, acquisitions indicate the uses of reading, writing, drawing, num-
which changes are perennial in case .of a fixed residence and in- ber, book-keeping, and, withal, of the spirit of a high-minded, 
evitable in case.of removal even to an adjoining district. This skillful teacher of the, young. They, with a few others not nec-
latter evil, though not made prom.inent in educational journals, essary-to specify, are the 'common branches of the common peo-
is one that the parents have keenly felt for years, a,nd .occasion- pIe, a vast majority of whom can never expect to go farther 
ally aired through the more independent daily press. while in school, the wise employment of which is the primal duty 
It may be said that it will be difficult for a commission to com- of the school, and the attainment of which by every child would 
pile the.>e text-hooks, that the talent may be wanting in Illinois, prepare him to make the whole of life a school, and his daily 
and that the law would, through incapacity or disagreement, be pursuits with lVs hours of leisure a perpetual curricuJum. 'What- , 
inoperative. Well, now, if there are three experienced teachers ever time may be necessary to do this work well and wisely is not ' 
in Illinois who could not, during the next summer vacation. too great. The good old maxim that it is wise to "dwell long 
draft a better series of school books than any, and better series among the elements" is certainly applicable here. If elemen-
than all of those now in use in Chicago, for instance, they would tary instruction can thus be undertaken only through skilled la-
deserve to be kicked across the big bridge and compelled to boret;s, teachers carefully trained and taught in their difficult art 
spend the rest of their days in th~ deplorable state of Missouri. froin the beginn'ing, the work could be accomplished in leSs time 
If enterprising publishers ' can' do no better than this, is it not, . th;!,Il is now devoted to botching the business, and thus actually 
time for the s~ate to take Iio and IfffUs out of this slough ef defeating its true ends. The truth is ~hat weAlo not begin to 
extraordinarily defective and exorbitantly expensive text-boeks-? realize what an amount of power may be gen,YraJed in this human 
It may be said that it is not good public policy to have the mechanism by ar iglif' teaching of the too generally des'pised ele-
state compete with private enterprise, and that the publishers al: mentary branches. As a general rule they are miserably mis-
ready in thidield have vested rights. The same line9iaIsument J aught. We blindly and almost perversely permit the precious 
would prevent penitentiary convicts from working at any nseful seed tjme of life to be worse than wasted by committing the in-
trade, and preclude the suppression of robbers on the high way. terests of our-ehildren to the hands of incompetent husbandmen. 
School-book publishers have plucked the people long enough. Habits ofinaccuracyand superficiality formed in the foundations 
The day af their almost total extinction is not so remote as, they are perpetuatd and multiplied in the superstructure. Just when 
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and where skill and care are most needed, we fail to employ them. 
Any amount of time spent in unskillful teaching is too great, 
however limited it may be, because the time itself is not only 
wasted, but it is expended in perpetrating injuries that can never 
be repaired. Here are truths that are vital to the success of the 
whole scheme of education . Wherever in the operation of the 
complex system there is failure, su~picion may justly fasten its 
cause upon the disregard of fundamental principles. We are at-
tempting to perform the most important . the most delicate and 
difficult part of the work of forming the minds and habits and 
building up the characters of the young through unskilled and 
immature agencies. We are making a bad beginning. The bad 
ending ought to surprise nobody. 
But how are these radical defects to be remedied-avoided? 
Not by expending the major part of our strength upon so-called 
higher education, not alone by building high schools, multiply-
ing colleges and universities. We cannot perfect these super-
structures until we have first perfected the foundatio~s . . For the 
next generation the material and moral power of this nation should 
be largely directed to extending and perfecting elementary in-
struction, to providing skilled laborers and properly adjusting 
the machinery of our common school system. We- are contend-' 
ing for a thorough common education of the common people, in 
the common branches by the most direct and effective methods. 
We, must to accomplish this, rear and train elementary teachers for 
their special field and not for one above it . The preparation of 
this class of teachers must be rigorous and thorough within the 
sphere if their duties, but not beyond it. If they aspire higher 
they must grow to it. The graduates of colleges and universities 
feel themselves educated above the sphere of elementary teaching 
even if they have had any special preparation for it. As a rule 
they have little taste for the three R's and little sympathy with 
those who ne::ed to learn the powers of these initials. Their 
financial aspir~ti ons are beyond the resources .of the elementary 
schools. Their professional skill has not been necessarily im-
proved for this work by association with studies and methods 
totally inapplicable to the case in hand. The high schools, col-
leges, and universities have a work and a mission pe-culiarly their 
own. That work and mission are not to train and prepare skill-
ful teachers of the c9mmon branches, wise managers and safe 
guides of children, but rather to build up solid superstructures 
upon previously laid, solid foundations; to complete the work 
that has been well ~egun, for the few whQ can go up higher. 
The art of true elementary teaching is the finest of all the fine 
arts, because it deals with the most delicate materials that the 
mind can conceivc. It is the highes~ and most difficult of spe-
dalties. It demands peculiar qualities and a peculiar prepara-
tion. It works upon human intelligence and human sensibilities 
when their need of guidance and control is the greatest, when 
their possessors are the most weak, dependent, helpless. Hence 
it follows, that the elementary teacher, using the term in its 
broadest sense, must be made the subject of a peculiar and s'pecial' 
prt'paration, a preparation suited to the nature and importance of 
his future calling. He:: must be led to observe, understand, and 
interpret the phenomena of childhood. H e mnst be brought 
into hearty sympathy with it, must learn its capabilities and study 
its needs. He must learn to inspire his pupils with his own lofty 
ideals and generous, unquenchable enthusiasm. To enumerate 
the qualities essential to a truly skillful teacher .of children would 
demand a portraiture of a consummate artist working with the 
: most delicate materials and subtle forces that God has created. 
Suffice it to say that we are here treading upon the ground that 
should be faithfully tilled by the 1zormal schools. When, more 
than three centuries ago, the conception of this agency had its 
birth in the hear~ of the gr~at reformers, it was that it might be 
employed for zmproving the educatz'on if the common people. 
When, a century later, the Abbe· de Lasalle established his Pat-
tern school at Rheims, i t was with the same object in view. 
When Frederic William III., of Prussia, found his dominions 
humiliated and exhausted in his ~ar with Napoleon, his first step 
at recuperation was the improvement of the people's education 
through the agency of training schools for elementary teachers. 
When Horace Mann on his return from Europe sounded the key 
note of reform in American education through his famous Seventh 
Annual report, . that key note was struck in behalf of seminaries 
for -the adequate preparation of common school teachers. And 
now in this year of grace 1879, if we find a lack of skill in our 
elementary instruction, we must hold the normal schools to tht;ir 
true design and proper work. We must increase their number, 
improve their organization, ~nd reform their management. 
Where we want one teacher of algebra, Latin, German, or the 
calculus we need one hundred ingel\ious, skillful, faithfuf teachers 
ot reading, writing, arithmetic, drawing, book.keepiug, manners, 
and morals. To meet these wants we require more normal 
schools for elementary teachers, and we need that they should do 
the work whereunto they are sent. We want no .elementary 
courses abolished, but we do want them properly carried out 
even at the expense o·f abolishing the higher ones. We want a 
more careful, thorough; and painstaking investigation of the sub-
jects, principles, and · methods concerned in good elementary 
teaching. We want the true theory of education better taught 
and its practice at the normal school more sustained and care-
fully criticised. We want their pupils sent forth better furnished 
with professional ideas and practical skill. We are urged to stand 
by these schools. Certainly. We will stand by them, but not 
by their short-comings and abuses. Let ~s rather stand firmly by 
the measures necessary for their reformation. Let us insist that 
they shall not be cramming schools and that the·ir plans and· poli-
cies shall not be shaped by men profoundly ignorant of and in-
different to the weighty problems of elementary instruction. The 
art of skillful teaching, managing, and governing children is as 
rare as it is difficult in practice. It can be imparted and ac-
quired only where the applian'ces are at hand and the conditions _ 
are favorable. It cannot be done in a mere incidental manner. -
Most of our normal schools are only on the "ragged edge" of 
~heir true work. While under the control of political "rings" 
and "jacks of all trades" but the right one, they can do no better 
than they are now doing, and the complaints of a lack of skill 
will continue to be uttered in vain. If there be any branch of 
the educational service that should be controlled ~ore exclu-
sively than another by experts, by men of noble purposes and 
singleness of aim, that branch js our training schools. A rerorm 
in this direction is the thing that every true friend of our public 
schools may well be urged to stand by. Our normal schools 
do not realize a tithe of theIr practical possibilities. They never 
. will do so until rescued from the control of scheming politicians 
and educational pretenders from the other walks of life. 
-In 1.876 a compulsory education act was pass~~ :n Ihe British parliament, 
to come InIO operat\(~n gradually, the full working to be delayed until, 1881. 
After that year no chIld between the ages of 10 and It is to be employed in 
any la~r unless he ha~ 'pass~d an examination in the .. fourth standard," a 
grade. In London pnbhc s"hoois which comprehends a moderately good 
knowledge of what are ·called in :A~erica common school- brancb~. 
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MORAL TRAINING IN SCHOOL-THE OTHER SIDE OF 
THE QUESTION, 
MRS, E. J. EVERETT, Yankton, Dakota. 
ON reading an article in the WEEKLY on the above subject ; and after thinking it over and over, I must differ somewhat with 
the writer. _ 
t\ccording to my own observation, the greater part of the 
most hopeless and abandoned inebriates is composed of men of 
good birth, fine culture, thorough education, and unlimited, God-
given natural ability. Every fiber, tissue, and function of their 
structure is wel1 understood by them, as, also, the effect of any 
or al1 stimulants upon the same. 
What shaH vie do then, if, "To know thyself" doth not save 
thyself? That such knowledge should be imparted to the young, 
thoroughly and understandingly, I admit. But I cannot admit 
it as the way to save from the vice of intemperance. 
The teacher must live the life before his pupils that he points 
out to them. Their present and future good must be as dear to 
him as his own. H is heart must feel for their weaknesses and 
failures as for his own. He must teach for something besides 
money. He must know by his own intimacy with the Great 
Teacher that h~ is fittiQg himself into the identical niche tllat 
God planned expressly for him; and that by so doing he is work-
ing out the Great Plan just as effectually ali the most faithful pul-
pit orator or foreign missionary. He must teach and preach; 
not only orally, but by the purest of practices and faithfulest of 
lives. To this end, a teacher to be successful in instructing and 
saving, must consecrate his Hfe,-his heart to the work. And 
it ; the time for play is too short to admit of too violent exer-
cise; the changes in classes too frequent to allow · dentrimental 
dwelling on one subject. But to single out alcoholic intemper-
ance as a subject to be preached and argued against, would most 
likely have the effect of inducing many to prove its evil effects 
after leaving school. And a delicate task it would be, too, if (as 
has been the case) the brightest and best behaved pupils were 
children of liquor merchants, 
The grand moral element is self-control in everything. To 
pass'l'hrough a notion store with a full purse and not buy a pretty 
knick-knack because conscious of needing the money later, to 
leave a charming assembly early because of duties next day, to 
close a fasci,nating book, or cease a much-loved occupation, in 
order to be fresh for work in the morning, to keep back an an -
gry reply to a provocation, require as 'much self· control and 
should have it, as to refuse a glass of sherry when cold, or a mug 
of ale when tired and warm. To be provident, to be careful for 
next day's work, to control self at the present for the sake of the 
future. is rather the aim of civilization than to attempt the im-
possible role of living without stimulants of some kind. We are 
to fit children for honest, self-supporting citizens, and to accom-
plish this we are not to preach to' them of total abstinence in any 
one direction, but to practice them in self.control in everything, 
self-reliance and self-government under all circumstances; and 
there our duty ends. -. 
NATIONAL SCHOOLS. * 
while I do not recommend the life of a recluse, I do claim that HON. B. G. NORTHROP, Connecticut. 
it teacher cannot divide his interest and time between his work "AMERICANS have no N ational System of Education, " is 
and the world, or society. the slur one often bears in , Europe. To this criticism, 
The more important work is undone, when only the head is my ready answer was, we need none and are fully determined to 
educated. The education of the heart can only be accomplished have none. The maintenance and control of schools has never 
through Him who is able to subdue all hearts, I am aware that been the aim of ollr National Government. 
legion is the name of those who think differently ; but in t~e Our local inde endence and repugnance to federal interference 
Harvest Home, ,if we find all of these "little ones," our work will , . ~ " ,J P 
and our complete state sovereignty in educational matters, is an 
.have been we~1 ~rought. ' enigma to Europeans, being in marked contrast to their tradi-
BY "PRISM," tions and usages. In England, for exam.ple, the school board 
All admit its necessity. Few admit its actual existence. of any town or city may not select a site, build a school house, 
,The pessimists of to-day have so s'trong a voice that they are or prescribe the amount of a school fee without the sanction of 
making many parents anxious beyond endurance because, for· 'the National Educational Department. But the complete qe· 
sooth, of the hidden, seductive sins of a child's school life. Ev- centralization of the American school system, though a point 'of 
ery man and woman of you look back to your own child·life and weakness in European eyes, is, in fact, l1! prime so'.u ce of its 
compare it with the life of a child in the same plane, of the ,pres· strength. The fact that our schools are wholly in the hands of 
ent age. Does not the comparison go against you? Moral the people, supported by the funds they raise, controlled by offi · 
Training? Do we not have it? Do not thousands of children eers chosen by them and responsible to them, is a leading ele-
go to s~hool at a Itiven time, accomplish their tasks under direc- ment of their prosperity. Though certain bills lately introduced 
tion, sit under authority, obey rules every letter of which is into Congress indicate that a few would ~elc~{ European cen-
conducive to law and order? Is not tliat moral training? Think tralization and control, the general publtc s,entlment of the coun-
of them as members of a society in which standing depends upon try has so longoeen growing in favor of toe unfettered working 
merit and industry. Does a republic need much more for her "of state systems, that this has now become our settled policy, 
citizens? Besides this, put the lessons themselves- ea.4ing, :.wfikh no lobby in Washington can change if it would, and should 
Wl'iting, ciphering, history, geography; grammar, and what m0re not ifit could. ' 
can you expect teachers and schools to do? If a str~ng central government be essential for an ignorant na-
. The above is OUI' duty. and is nece5Sal'Y, but when we have tion, an intelligent people can govern themselves. In America, 
thrust upon us the dogmas and creeds of sects, and the various re- the success of schools in each state will depend upon the intelli-
forms of the day, we are driven into a field too large for us to gence and consequent apprecia.tion of 'its people. One of the 
get over. The schools are for all, ,irrespective of sex, color, re- worst legacies left by slavery is that of ignorance, and consequent 
'ligious tenet, or what their parents drink. Temperance in op- indifference to sthools, or rather of ins~nsibility to the evils of 
position to excess in eating, running. jumping, dancing, study- 0Thla article. kindly furnished by Secretary Northrop, embodi .. the lubstance of what 
i ng, drinking, be it water or spirits. is taught. The rules enforce.. h. will sa)' ~n the lutiject In his next ..... ua1 report. 
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illiteracy or to the advantages of education. Shall the admitted 
school destitution of the South, or of some new western states, 
be promptly removed by federal agency, or more gradu·ally sup-
planted by developing a proper local public sentiment? In the 
past, states and nations have been slow in learning the lesson 
~hat alike to individuals and peoples, ignorance means waste and 
weakness; if not pauperism and crime, and that education tends 
to economy, thrift, and virtue. 
Bat there is a great acceleration in the working of moral and 
intellectual forces so that now in a decade, sometimes in a single 
year, are accomplished broader results than formerly in a century. 
The day for coercion and dictation is passing. The growing as-
similation and power of public sentiment is felt the world over. 
It has broken down the walls of China, the isolation of Japan, 
the serfdom of Russia, the slavery of America, and is now rapid-
ly relaxing the grasp of tyranny even in that center of oriental 
despotism, Turkey. But nowhere else is public sentiment so 
supleme in its influence as in America, and never before has that 
sentiment been so strong in favor of the support of free public 
schools as to-day. 
A striking illustration, both of the difference and power of 
public sentiment, was furnished more than a century ago by the 
replies sent by two American colonies to questions put by the 
English Commissioners for Foreign Plantations. The Governor 
of Virginia replied, "I thank God we have no free schools or 
printing · presses, and I hope we shall not'n ave these hundred 
years." The Government of Connecticut answered, "One-
fourth the annual revenues of the Colony is laid out in main-
taining free schools for the education of our children." Accord-
ingly, till after the late civil war, Virginia had no general public 
school system. Thomas Jefferson prepared with his own hand 
a bill for a free school system, of which he said, "By this bill, 
the people will be qualified to understand their rights and to 
maintain them, and to exercise with intelligence their parts in 
self-government. Provided for all children alike, rich and poor, 
the expenses of these schools will be borne by the inhabitants of t 
each county. in proportion to their gene~al tax-ntes, and ~il this 
will be effected without the violation .of a single natural right of 
any individual citizen." Jefferson caused the words, " Found,er 
of the University," to be inscribed on his tombstone, but he 
placed a far higher estimate on free schools than on "superior 
ed ucation. " The long neglect ot public schools so manifestly 
checked the growth and prosperity of the Old Dominion, not-
withstanding her vast natural resources, and created so marked a 
contrast between her and other states far less favored in all the 
elements of material prosperity, that the logic of events has' at 
last swept away these objections ,and converted old opponents to 
friends and supporters of free schools. At length Virginia re-
joices in a free public school system. The progress of her ,public 
schools since the war is remarkable, accomplished in the face of 
prejudice, ignorance, ,and great finan cial embarrassments, 'fbr , 
Virginia had her full shar.e in .he loss of over "three tho'usana , 
millions of dollars sunk by tht: Southern States by the war," < an 
amount larger than all the property of New England. To the 
question, How can schools be organized for the Southern States, 
without Federal aid or interference? the answer is. Look at Vir-
ginia, especially the schools of Richmond, Petersburg, Lynch-
burg, Stanton, and, Norfolk. Public sentiment there has been 
revolutionized. The common schools are growing in favor. 
Prejudice, opposition, and penuriousness of course still ·ex'ist, but 
,are ~vidently waning. I ins,Pecte!i Wo:;r of the schools of Rich-
mond with as much delight as suprise, alike in view of the inter-
est of the pupils, the culture of the teachers, and the excellence 
of the schools. Private schools have greatly diminished and 
the children of the rich generally attend the public schools. 
Considered as the growth of eight years, the Virginia system is 
a most gratifying work. In the light of such facts, and in view 
of the rapid working of intellectual forces in this age and coun-
try, and the growing power of public sentiment, snaIl the most 
illitera~e port~ons of our land be reached by national schools 
supported by national aid and in any way controlled by a N<l-
tional Department? Shall the National Bureau vf Education be-
come a Federal Department, enlarged and authorized to organize 
and maintain a National Universitr-or, with still greater expan-
sion, empowered to establish schools and distribute the income 
from the sale of public lands, whether in proportion to existing 
illiteracy, school attendance, or the length and grade of the 
schools maintained ? 
Hitherto the National Bureau of Education has been simply 
advisory. It has, and it was intended to have, no authority. 
As an agency for collecting and disseminating needful informa-
tion, it has already done great good and promises to be still m<:>re 
useful in the . .future. But the attempt to org",nize a National 
University, support and direct local schools, or in any way in-
terfere with state systems, would end its usefulness, if not end 
itself. Every true friend of this Bureau should protest against 
any such "enlargement of the field of,its operations." , The prin-
ciple of state independenceJis too firmly fixed in the faith of all 
classes to brook any federal interference in schooI"matters even 
in the states or territories most destitute and backward in p.duca-
tion. In an ill-conditioned community like that in New Mexico, 
for example, still Mexican in their traditions, sentiments, and 
peoples, juxtaposed, but 'not blended with the heterogeneous ele-
ments of a swarming' immigration from all parts of the country, 
not to say of the world, American ideas and institutions are yet 
in their rudimentary forms and earlier stages of development. 
~hall a Federal Bureau, at once, in Eu~<?pean style, enforce t~ere 
Its best plans of public schools, or leave them by' a slower, ~rer, 
and more healthful process, to work out their own salvation? As 
the schools of every community answer to local publiG opinion, 
their success must depend on the sympathy and appreciation of 
the people. Public sentiment IS a growth, not the creature of 
power made to order of any sort or size, as some have talked of 
"fiat money." 
PUBLISHERS NOTES. 
- The Estey Organ has enjoyed for years the preeminence for beauty and 
nobility of tone. Its power, volume, and txpr-ssion, combined ~ith an 'at-
tractive exterior and well tested durability of construction, render it ail ' 'that 
can be desired as a parlor, concert, and church organ. J!or ele-:eft years Past 
the Estey has been the pet of our parlor. For family n usic we prefer it to 
any other organ or instrument whatsoever. The General Western Managers 
are Story & Camp, ,88 and '90 State street, Chicago. 
-'-The 1I0m~opathic Pharm~cy advertised ill the WEEKLY is the \Vestern 
branch of the great Hbmreopathic Pharmacy ofNew_YorJo: , the ~,ost generally 
patroni~ed in this country. Works on homreo'pathy or homreopathic remedies 
can safely be ordered of them by mail or otherwise. ' 
-Lovers of Plymouth Rock Fowls cim obtain 'one of the finest strains of 
that popular breed, and nlso be sure ·of honest denling, by purchasing of. J. 
Dun(ee, Austin, II!., whom we know to be an honorable gentleman. 
"':"'CI~anliuess is next to Godliness. Politeness is the lubricator of busin~ 
low prices a desideratum, and, good food a great consolation. All patto~ 
find the above at ,the "Liltlt Slurman" Restaurant, 'S3 Lake • .reet, Chia>go. 
We testify that we co know. ' 
• 
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Practical Department. 
LIGHTING THE SCHOOL· ROOM . 
To Ije Edilors 0/ Ilu Weekly : 
Tbere are several important considerations whicb demand attention. the first 
of wbicb is that there should be abundance of light. Not only the comfort 
and success but the health of the pupils renders tbis imperative. 
Nature in administering light from overhead indicates the true direction of 
light' for general uses. The projection of the brow over the eye is the natural 
protection of this delicate organ from the direct ray. This being the only per· 
'manent safeguard which nature has ' provided cautions us to be careful in ad· 
mitting ligbt from any other direction. 
The aesthetic sense is better sati.fied with light from a single direction than 
from several. as by this a~rangement the division of the su\face of all objeciS 
Into light and shade is simple. productive of iJarmony. and pleas.ing. This is 
more fully iIIustratea in the morning or evening when the oblique ligLt 'gilds 
one sid~ of all objects in the landscape . leaving the olher in shadow. produc-
ing a general natural division which reuders the morning and evening more 
enchanting than midday. Cross light; in a room are subverSIve of beauty 
both by destroying this simple arrangem~nt of light and shade and by produc' 
ing involved and unmanageable reflections. The best artistic effecls require 
tbe ligbt from a single direction and the aesthetic sense will not allow us to 
ignore this in tbe arrangement of tbe private dwelling. or tbe public hall; 
mucb less in tbat of the school· room. to wbicb we consign childbood for tbe 
impressions wbicb are to form it for manhood. . 
But from wbat direction shall tbe ligbt enter the scbool room? If it wtis a 
picture gallery in t. wbicb the beautiful creations were to be arranged on all 
sides. then unqnestionably it shonld come from above centrally that all the 
pictures migbt be equally illuminated, and that the eye hfting upward toward 
the ligbt should meet them in a subdued glow. Equally beautiful and ser-
viceable is the effect if, with the light from overbead. the object to be viewed is 
placed before the eye. In most scbool rooms light from directly overhead is 
impracticable and for the cbief work of the scbool an elevated side ligbt is 
equally serviceable and more picturesque. 
The work of the scbool-room demanding ligbt is reading and writin'g. and 
the ligbt sbould be so admitted .tbat in this work pupils will have no embar-
rassments, from .insufficient _light. from cross lights. nor shadows. Tbe writ .. 
.should receive the ligbt from the left that tbe point of tbe pen or pencil may 
not be obscured in sbadow. Anyone may be convinced of the imporlance of 
this by trying to write with bis rigbt side to the light. Ife will discover not 
only that the hand oversbadows_ the paper. but that an intensely black shadow 
keeps playing at tbe left of the point of the pen obscuring every word that IS 
written . With the' light from the left this is wholly relieved. That it may 
not shine directly in the eyes it should be admitted from the upper part of the 
window. the lower part being shaded. Tbe room thus constructed will con-
form fully to ihe law of sunshine. The writer recently entered a school,room 
being newly refitted. the seals being arranged so that the ligbt sbould faU on 
the pupils from the right. On asking tpe reason for this arran2ement he Wus 
informe!i that it was "to place tbe teacher's desk near the 'door. the better to 
pre.erve order." It was the writer's opinion that if this arrangement was nec-
essary to the good order of the school, this particular door should be closed 
and one 'constructed at the opposite end of the room. and the seating order of 
the room reversed that the pupils might h. ve tbe advantage of broad ligh t 
rather tban be obliged to work in ,perpetual &hidow. This arrangement of 
elevated light from the left gives the fullest advantages of the light, in all the 
work of fludy. ' 
In a Ichool-room tbus a.rraUg:ed the clweas ' that stand to read and recite 
.bonld stand with the back or side toward the bg:ht rather than facing it, that 
the light may fallon the book instead of on the eye. 
lf the lig:ht is admitted from the bac~ of the room each pupil shadows his 
own work, while if it is admitted from the frolit of the room each pupil sliad-
ows the work of the pupil behind htm. The writer "recollects once !iaving 
conducted an examinati~n in a room lighted from the rear, and while the 
blinding light too atrongly illuminated his face, that of each pupil was in atrong 
lhadow utterly obscuring all play of feehng au neceua.ry between teacher a;td 
pupils in a lucceasfnl recitation. The teacher recorded on the..tablet of-mem_ 
ory an inevokable vow, never again to allow himself to work under snch a 
disadvantage. 
While the laws of unity and contrast reqn\re that the light shall fall from 
only one ditection, its practical application in the pupil's work clearly shows 
that it Ihould come from the left. J. GEO. CKoss • 
.. 
SOMETHING MORE ON MORALITY. 
To Ihe Edilors of Ihe Weekly: 
I. What is morality? 
2. What constitutes a legal standard of morality? , 
3. How are su~erintendents to determine the normal cbaracter of a.? a~ph. 
cant for a teacher s certificate? W. 
CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA. March 14. 1879. 
1 We do not undertake to answer the above in one issue of the WEEKLY. 
Indeed. a book of huge dimensions migbt be written on the subject without 
, exbausting it. Opinions are so diverse. not to say opposite, so varying ac-
cording to time. place. and other "environment," that instead of comparing 
others views we will state ourown. A man who is the husband of one wife. and 
is true to her; tbe fatber of many children and supports them. who minds his 
own business and pays 100 cents on the dollar. is tolerably moral now.a·days, 
And tbe woman who broils a beefsteak without burni rg it. refrains from 
scolding her husband. and keeps buttons on his shirts. is mQral enough for 
.,11 practical purposes. 
2 Tbere can be no legal standard of morality. any more tban of beauty. 
Until immorality crosses tbe dead line of criminality. tbe law cannot take cog-
nizance of it. Morality is a personal attribute and belongs to the class of 
points called "questions of facts for the jury." 
3 This is hard to determine. but much will' depend on appearance. Clean 
finger-nails. combed hair. and polished boots are good' indices of moral ~har­
acter in a teacher and of immoral character in a gentleman of leisure. A 
pointed moustache and dyed wbiskers are a bad sign; and f.:Jr our part. we 
alwljY' had a suspicion of bald heads. Perhaps ' superintendents had better 
agree upon a cipher in which they" could give a hint of a teacher's character 
in a certificate. wbose meaning migh t be unknown to the bearer. The fol-
lowing story will illustrate our point : 
Once upon a time. in Ireland. a yoyng married man applied to bis parish 
priest for a certificate of ~ingleness. preparatory to his emigrating to a dista~t 
county. Tbe priest, scorning to use such a common-place language as Latm 
or Greek. wrote the passport to the haven of matrimony in Irish. from the 
original of which we will spare our readers. but give , them this free transla-
tion: ' 
Behold. a "palpeen merry. 
From the wilds of county Kerry. 
He's honest. good. and steady; 
He has one wife already, 
But marry' h 'm my brother • 
. For be's spoiling for anotber. 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
To Ih. :-Editors 0/ 'he Wakly: 
I. What countries besides the United Slates bave written constitutions? 
2. Is poll-tax collected in Illinois? 
3. Wb}' sbould Preside~t McMahon resign ~n'y more than Pr~ident Hayes? 
4. What principle of pbtlosophy makes a bllhard ban desCribe a compound 
curve? M. 
CHICAGO. Marcb 21. 1879. 
I. We have no book of rererence at hand to give an explicit answer to the 
first question. but our impression is tha~ the So.uth American republics and all 
the European nations except England. Portugal. Russia, and Turkey, now 
have written constitutions. Will one who knows tell us? 
2 . It is not. having been declared unequal under the new constitution. 
3 Because the sense of ministerial responsibility to a popular majority as 
expressed in a representative body is keener in 'France than in the United 
States, as it is imperative in England. Moreover. the contIngency is more 
squarely faced in the French constitution than in ours. and the mode of filling 
the office expressly provided for. and finally McMahon's pride and sense of 
honor are large factors in his conduct of affairs. 
4 We think that action and reaCtion, with a dash of resultant motion. and 
the fact that the angle of incidence is equal to the angle/of reflection. will 
f lI&co'lnt for it. We would caution our 'fair cbrresP9n.lent. however, that 
much depends on how she "Englishes" her ball. an~hether it is a "draw." 
"push," "carom;" .. follow. ... or "cushion" shot. And. above all, she sbould 
bear in mind DOt to "jaw" the balls. nor indulge in tbe hyper-professional 
tIick of rail "nursing." 
The world wants to-day. more than anything else, courageous leaders, wbo 
know what to do and how to do it.-Prof. Baldwin. 
It often happens that those are the beat persons whose characters have been 
most injured by slanders; as we usually find that to be the sweetest fruit at 
which the birds have been picking. 
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PUBLIC SCHOOL EXAMINATION PAPERS. 
(prepared by Mr. C. H . Ashdown, Sandwich, Ontario.) 
ARITHMETiC-HIGHER FOURTH CLASS. 
Value. 
10 I What is a Decimal Fraction? Express in words 347·549· 
10 2 Simplify 3}+· 764giving the answer true to three places of decimals. 
5 ·5-3~ . 
10 3 Express 2t of ~ of 3 pounds as the deCimal of 75 .dr. 12 oz. 
IS 4 Give your own ideas as to when you would use deCimals, and when 
vulgar fractions, in the solution of problems. 
15 5 Is 1704 the sum of 3.47+S64+79.3? If not, what error has been 
committed? 
10 6 What is the I c m. of t, t, ! ? 
IS 7 If A can do a piece of work in 7 days, which A and B can do in 5 
days, in how many days will B do tbe same work? 
IS II A farmer sells 7643 Ibs. of hay at $9.50 per ton, and a pile of wood · 
6 feet high and II feet long, at $3.50 per cord. How much money does ' 
be receive? 
100 ARITHMETIC-LOWER FOURTH CLASS. 
15 [Whatisafraction?' Wbatis a Proper Fraction? What is a Mixed 
Number? What is an Improper Fraction? Wbat is a Complex Fraction? 
10 2 Prove that Jl+4* =4*-31 
7i-2~ ill 
10 3 In making purcbases I nna I spend l of my money at the first store, 
:I: at the second, and! at the third, and' then have $13 left. How many 
dollars had I at first? 
15 4 What is the total of the following bill: . 31 yards at $1.50 ; tat $1.-
62!; 9t at $2.371; 17. at 85 cenl;' per yard. . 
IS 5 Demonstrate tbat wben we multiply the numerator of any fraction by 
a number, we increase the value of the fraction as many times as there 
are units in the multiplier. 
15 6 Why do we invert the Divisor in the division of one fraction by 
another? 
10 7 Simplify t of! of i of *+51X3,X4rX * . 
10 8 If t of my share of a farm is worth $510, !nd I own f of the farm, 
what IS the value of the farm? 
100 ARITHMETiC-HIGHER THIRD CLASS. 
5 I Why do you call £3, 4S, 6d. a compound quantity? 
20 2 Show that 7 times sa . 3r. 10 per. is equal to the. sum of 3a. 2r. 4Per. la. 3r. 6 per. 3a. or 17per. 13a. 2r. 27 per. 4a. [r, 32 ptr. I¥. or 24 per. 
15 3 Multiply 3 years 123 days 5 hrs. [7~· 45 sec. by 83· 
10 4 A 'grain merchant buys at different times, 3[5 bus. 15 qts, 843 bus. 19 
qts, 1,243 bus. 27 q~s, and 734 bus. 7 qts of oats at 30cents per bUShel, 
bow much money did he payout? 
10 5 What will .9.784 pound~ of hay cost at $10 per ton! . . 
[0 6 It is sometImes conventent to separate the multlplter mto factors. 
What are the factors of a number? What are three convenient factors of 
15 . 1008? . 7 If I spend $12 in 8 days, how many dollars will I spend ·in 3 full 
15 weeks at the same rate? 
8 A pile of wood contains 1,536 cubic feet. What is the value of the 
100 pile at $1.50per cord? . ARITHMETiC-LowER TH[RD CLASS. . 
10 [ What is reduction? Wbat is an Abstract Number? What is a Con-
crete Number? 
10 2 Reduce 37 yds. 2 qrs. 2 nails to inches. 
10 3 How lIlany pound. of wheat, oats, buckwheat, or clover seed to th~ 
bushel ? 
10 4 How many lengtbs of a pole 5 feenong will measure 2 miles 440 yds? 
10 Ii Draw a figure showing that there are 144 square inches in a square 
fu~ • 
10 6 If my daily expenses are 50 cents how mucb money do I spend in 4 
years 150 days? 
20 7 Some lumber I bought cost me 2 cents per square foot, what did I 
pay for 3 boards each 12 feet long and 6. inches wide? . . 
20 8 I pay $6 ·for one rood of 'Iand; what Will I pay for 3 acres 3 roods at 
at the same rate? 
ARITHMETIC-SECOND CLASS. 
10 
16 
12 
12 
10 
100 
I Express in figures the number nine hundred and seven thousand 
two hundred and four. 
2 What is multiplication? and what names do we give to the diff· 
erent parts of a ques~,ion in mu.ltiplic~tion? , . , 
3 Since there are 5280 feet In a mile, how many feet are there lilt 
9 miles? .. 
4 A grain merchant bought at different hmes, 347, 846. 973, 483, 
927,643,872,375,769,947. and 849 bushels of wheat. How many 
bushels did he buy' altogether? 
5 What doe; Numeration teach us? • 
6 What is the total of the following bill : 
3 dozen eggs at 15 cents a dozen, 7 pounds of hutter at 23 cents a 
pound, 47 yards Or cotton at 12 cents a yard, and 8 pounds of coffee 
at 32 cents a pound. . 
7 If 3 apples cost 9 cents, what will 27 apples cost at the same 
rate? -
A QUERY. 
Can any reader of the WEEKLY tell me the author, an.d where to find a 
poem, commencing 
"She is dead," they said to him, "Come away! 
Kiss her and leave her-thy love is clay." 
Also another, entitled, "Miss Blanche's Rose," commencing 
"So, you are the poet? and you want 
Something-what is it? a dream, or fancy? H. L . B. 
OTTAWA, ILL. 
CHICAGU NOTES. 
LET US HAVE PEACE. 
After an amount of census-gathering that would put the Bureau of Statistics 
to the blush, after days of work at the office, and a thorough canvass of 
the schools, it is ascertained that the proportion of children taking music and 
drawing is as follows: 
VOCAL MUS[c. I DRAWING. 
P,imary Department, 93 per cent. Primary Department, 80 per cent. 
Grammar ,- 70 U U Grammar · " 42 u 
And yet the committee ar~ not happy. . It must all be done over again, be· 
cause the numher of children who took those studies at any time and after-
ward dropped them was not stated. If the Board only knew the annoyance 
of this interminable hlank.filling, they would extinguish some of our statisti-
cians. When all hands are busy as bees or beavers 10 the school.room, in 
comes a "form" to be filled out about music, or German, or drawing. The 
effect is to dissipate effort, distract attention, and play scatteration generally, . 
like a water·spout bursting over an ant-hill. The new blank will contain a 
column for the number of boys who have ever hroken down in whistling 
Yankee Doodle, and another for all children who essayed a porbait of a 
school trustee, and, becoming discouraged, put ears on It and called it a mule. 
THE "CADET" TEACHER. 
The snow and sleet were falling fast 
As through Chicago's streets there passed 
A maiden fair whos .. days were spent 
In toiling hard without a cent, 
Cadettingl 
"0, try it not," the Normals cried, 
"For all the Board are on our side '" 
But still though board bills go unpaid, 
She toils along, that plucky maid, 
. Cadetting , 
"Well done I" the BOllrd and teachers cry, 
"No better work beneath the sky I 
And now, thy grand reward will be 
The vast lXptrimce gained by thee 
Cadetting' 
"And, if exptritnct make one wise, 
No greater sage lives 'neath the skies 
Than she who tramps to schqol each day 
To brighten thankful (?) teachers' way, 
~detting'" 
Exp!!rience is nutritious food; 
When new and tender, then 'tis good, 
But now 'tiS rather old and tough, 
And prompts the cry "Hold! hold' enough . 
Cadetting ,,, 
0, Board of Wisdom, hear us pray I 
Must we cadet until we re gray ? 
Till teeth are 1000t and wrinkles found 
Within "Experience," hunting ground, 
Cadetting? 
FIDELIS. 
-HowNAPOLF.QN Ill. GOT H[s TITLE,-The Ill. assumed by the. late 
emperor was the result o( a lIlere typographical error. At the time the gov. 
ernment were preparing for the announ~ement of the erupire, a sort of key 
note was se'.lt out from the home office to all the ~onapartist adherents through-
out France. It read: "Let the watch cry be, Ylve Napoleon III" The prin-
ter took the three exclamation points to be III., and printed the document 
accordingly. In a short time all the communes were raising the cry for Na· 
poleon III. Once in the ail it could not be recalled, and the goVerDIIIeDt 
.adopted the title. • 
'. 
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CHICAGO, MARCH 27, 1879. 
THE STATES. 
-MICHIGAN.-Gratiot is counted among the northern counties of the state, 
but it has more life in educational matters than many counties mo;e favored 
with educational facilities. At a late meetingofthe county teachers' association 
all but one of the sixteen towns were represented. Some teachers traveled 
nearly thirty miles with carriages, to a\tend the meeting. On the questton of 
lpelling reform they were equally divided, but pretty generaUy favored a m:op-
osition to have one 'examiner for each county, to be appointed by the State 
Su perintendent. . 
The efficiency of the Bay City public schools is highly commended by the 
C4,.o"kle 4"" Tribune of that ci ty. The high school building was erected 
in 1868 at the cost of ,63,000. Last year it was enlarged and rendered much 
more convenient. There are in this bnilding in the primary department, 231 
pupils; in the grammar, 171; in the high school, 86; 488. The editor spe -
cialy commends the writine- in the primary department, and the instruction in 
arithmetic, wliich is according to the Grube Method. 
March 15 a very interesting teachers' meeting was held in the town-
ship of Marion, Livingston county. The editor of this department dis-
cussed "school organization and management" anel the "metric system." 
l:Iistory, intellectual arithmetic, mathematical geography:. spelling, general or 
s parate recesses, and whispering were discussed by Messrs. Reed, Ciements, 
Van Dyle, and Smyth, teaohers in the township. 
The House has passed a joint resolution proposing a constitutional amend-
ment which provides that when there shall be a sufficient amount in the sink-
ing fUlld to extinguish the atate debt all specific state taxes shall be added to 
and constitute a part of the primary school interest fund. 
. The State Agricultural Colleee biII as finally agreed to in the Sen!lte makes 
the following appropriations ~or the two years 1879 and 1880: Current ex-
p mses, '12,543.60; professor's dwelling, '4,000; chemical laboratory, ,6,-
000; botanical laboratory, ,6,000; farmers' institntes, '600; insurance, '600; 
library, ,2,000; mathematics and civil engineering, ,1,020; zoOlogy and ento-
mology, $800; chemical department, 1,000; horticultural department, '2,810; 
farm department; 5,516.64; building and repairs, '1,590; Total ,$44,480.24. 
Of this '3°,240 12 is to be raised by taxation in 1879 and '14,24° 12 in 
188o. ' -
The schools in Iasco county are reported at doing good work. All the 
principals of graded schools are either graduates of the State Normal School 
or of the classical department of lOme collqe. An educational department 
i, maintained in the county paper by the teachers, which Is a -..Iuable aid to 
them all • . 
To llu Editor Clti<aro W.,1r17 : 
CaDAJt SPltlNGS, March 9, 1879 
DII ... SIR. - The roUowiDi moUoes have been liven by tbete.chen thIS year. "Well be-
gun.1 half finishod." IIDuty before pleuure." "DOD't (ollow others' in doinl evil:' "It 1 
II better to bend than lobrcak." "AUiI nOlco1d that g1itten," HAlways.peakthe~tb.u 
uBe true to tbYlelf." "Scck the aood." "ShUD the bad." "Crime is its own punlah-
monL" ftHoldoDudhoidout:' lfWorlr.rorapurpose." flAaoodaameu best wt,n by 
,ood deeda." "Perform more than you promllc." "Little by little;" "Manners make the 
man." "Stare riP! aDd iO ahead." "lmprovelDlllluhould be the obJ~Oll:' "Der 
lerve IUcceu, iiia you wlll .hi It." "Speak patl,.." "Cooqaer your difficuldes."· HLet 
nothln,'cIJvert your &UenilOD." "Say weU Is """', but do weU Is beUU~" "I can, If I 
will." "Rely on younetr," "Do nothlOC which your lChool COIllClence tellS you it 
_,." ·The teachen are pro(. WailirId,o, Mias S&1h .. II, )(n. Wamlley, Mias Palfrey, 
and Miu Easton: Prof. Walbnd,ob a very ,ood teacher I think, bu~ I do not iO to .chool 
o him. I am In the """,mar roo., . My teacher II Mn. Wamsley. I think Ihe is a real 
ood teachar. I have not worded thb very well but I hop;, you .. m oYeriook the mll tak" 
Truly Youn paLL JaW&l.L 
BRO. WINCHELL: I was telling my little folks a few mornings since some 
of the good things you were doing for teachers, and so indirectly for the pu-
pils. One of my little nine-year-old girls haswrittenyou;.useit asyou geem 
best. W. 
ILLINOIS.-Rock River Seminary, at Mt. Morris, passes into the hands of 
the Brethren _ 
Decatur is reaping the advantages of a straight-forward course in the man-
agement of her financial matters. Her entire -school indebtedness consists of 
'15,000, and this ha.. just been refunded at six per cent interest. Some of 
the Illinois towns that are enqeavoring to repudiate their school debts would 
do well to study Decatur's methods. 
The amount of space given to Illinois in our Official Department this week 
must atone for the few items found here. Teachers in this state will find nu-
merous important questions there answered, and we trust all will read the col-
unfti carefully. 
w. are plined to record the death of Prin. George P. Peddicord, of Wy-
anet. After an illness of only nine days, he died on the 17th, aged 29 years. 
He was highly respected as a citizen, and stood among the best of the younger 
teachers of the state. He was possessed of a true Christian character, and 
was alway~ a gentleman. His school work was thorough and systematic; he 
was faithful and diligeut in the prosecution of his school duties, and very 
much beloved by all his pupils. All who knew him mourn his loss. 
Morgan county organized ~ teachers' associatio~ about six years ago, and 
during the past five years this association has held a regular meeting each 
month throughout the year, our summer as well as winter meetings being well 
attended. Besides this we have a teachers' drill every summer . continuing 
three or four weeks. The following is the programme for the first Saturday in 
April: I. Devotional exercise; 2. ~usic, Miss Hosack; 3. Recitation, Mr. 
Kraps; 4. English School System, Mr. Harker; 5. English Literature, Mr. 
Withey; Music, Prof. Higgins. P. M.-1. Music, Miss Dale; 2. Morals and 
Manners in School, Mr. Harney; 3. Life and Works of Bayard Taylor, Mr. 
Long; 4. Discussion, RtSo/ved, That Illinois should adopt compulsory educa-
tion. Afr. Messrs. Ricbardsou and Smith. Neg. Messrs. Higgins and Gentry; 
5. Music, Miss Brown; 6. Critic's report. The above is a very good speci-
men of our programmes. This association, as well as the summer drill, is self-
supporting, our county commissioners never having appropriated a dollar 
for the support of either. HENRY HIGGINS, County Superintendent. 
OHIO.-The following sentiments were adopted by the convention of city 
superintendents assembled at Columbus in January last ; 
WHEREAS, This convention holds these trut,hs to be absolute and univer-
sal : 
I .. ' 1iii1t the concern of parents for the good of th~ir children absorbs and 
controls all other human interests. 
2: That the welfare of the state depends upon the morality and intelli-
gence of its people. -
, 3. That to prepare children' for successful and useful lives, and for the just 
performance of their duties in the primary meeting, and at the polls, good 
schools are indIspensable. 
. 4. That good schools cannot be secured without the direction and supervis-
ion of &killed experts; and . 
WHEREAS, The truth last named is fur. her supported by experience and 
observation to the efrect-
I. That while very &'feat improvement has been made in the schools of the 
cities under supervision, the ungraded schools of the rural districts have 
made little advancement. ' 
2. That in con'equence of the improved condition of the schools of tbe 
states in which county supervision was first introduced, state after state has in-
co~r~d it as a ~ of its system of school administration, till at the pres-
ent Itme It Is a chenshed feature of the school systems in three-fourths of the 
states of the Union. 
. 3. That it is the common estimate of observers that one-half of the time of 
~hildren .attending t~e rural district scho.ol is wasted for want of th'1 adapta-
Iton of each successIve step of instruction to that whic9' preceded and tbat 
which is to follow. ' /.. 
I 4\ That the people of the rural district who are",wtthin reach of town or 
city'schools, and w.ho...are able to meet the expenses, very commonly seek to 
have theircliilar~n educated in these schools_ 
5. That the boys and girls thus sent to cities for edu~tion are estranged 
from the life and duti~s of the farm and household, and that as a result the 
tendency; o~ P?pulahOn is _ to larger cities, thus interfering with the 
proper dlstnbulton of labor and with the best development of the resources 
of the whole country. . 
6 •. 'fbat in the management of railroads, manufactorieS, and all other en-
t~rpn~es, a large p,trcentage o~ t!'e whole expense is_ given to oversight and 
dlfection, and that wher~. thIS IS neglected, financial disaster is the conse. 
quence. 
7· That wherever this subject has ~een thor~u~hly. and impartially , investi-
gated by the peop1e, the almost unanunous oplDlon 15 that faithful and ear-
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n~t super:vision of the common schools of the whole state is vitally essential 
to progress. . ' .. . 
In consideratIon of the pnnclples and facts above s~ated, be It . 
Resolved, That thiS convention, composed of fnends of educat!on and 
teachers do hereby respectfully and earnestly recommend the adoptIon of a 
system ~f responsible supervision to every county in the state. 
'WISCONSIN.-A country school in Walworth county had no girls in attend. 
anee during the past winter. 
The Brodhead public schools are in a greatly improved condition under. 
the management of Principal J. M. Rait. The grades are nearly a year in ad· 
vance of their work a year ago, showing a decided raising of the standard. 
Whose fault was it, the Professor's or the pupils, or the Regents' for ad· 
mitting the girls into the State University? Says the Slate Journal,-"One 
of the senior girls writing on an assigned topic, in political economy, was very 
desirous of making some quotations, and, having heard Fawcett's name quite 
freely 'used in connection with the 'science, expressed a wish to see a copy of 
his work. She was handed the book she has used all the term. Verily, much 
learning hath made her forgetfuL" 
A police justice of Waupaca, at the instance of a country school board, sent 
two young men to jail for twenty days each and fined a third ten dollars, for 
dtsturbing the school. "This was a sort of test case, and created considerable 
excitement," says the local paper. We sincerely trust that the "higher courts" 
will confirm such judgments until offender. shall have a wholesome fear of 
the law which they don't have at p esent . 
Supt: J . T. Lunn of Sauk county introduces a new method into his spring 
examin:,tions. At two of the appointed places he announces that he will ' ex· 
amine in only one branch each forenoon and each alternoon and will devote 
the rest of the time to regular institute work, and that the sessions will be for 
a full week in each case. !Ie is one of the ablest superintendents in the state 
and an accomplished institute conductor, and we know beforehand ~hat those 
two weeks will be of the utmost advantage' to the attending teachers. 
...., The last legislature did a very wise thing in purchasing 700 copies of Nico· 
demus and Conover's map 01 the state and depositing them with the State Suo 
perintendent for sale "to public schools and public ,Offices': at $4.00 apiece. 
Every school in the state ought to have a copy. It IS a dehght to look upon 
it and never a disappointment to study it. 
The Journal of Education says: "The schemes laid ando/!xecuted by both 
politicians and educators in the state, and by persons outside the state, to de-
feat the text·book bill in the assembly, would form, if wIitten out, an inter· 
esting item in the history of text·book legislation in Wisconsin . The mooted 
point among them is,-'Who is to take the prize as the master of intrigue?' .. 
, The Herald of Racine having asserted that the poor man's httle house and 
lot was taxed to provide a high school lor the children of the rich, the Advo: 
calL, a few days after, published a list of the pupils that showed that of the 
144 in attendance, the children of ~echaDlCS numbered 45; of merc~an~ 25 ; 
farmers, 15; day· laborers, 15; Sailors, II; and the rest were distributed 
among a great variety of callings. It is the s=e old story. When a man 
wants to make a point against the high schools of the country in general, or 
anyone ' of them in particular, he usually begins. by misrepresentation, 
(through malice or ignorance,) goes forward by sophistry, and ends in utterly 
false and unwarrantable conclusions. The haters of the high schools should 
read Monsieur Buisson's Report to his government after visiting the Centeno 
nial, and the schools of the country as a Commissioner, with authority from 
he French Minister of Public Instruction. He could not commend these ~chool' to highly, and said they were the best investment possible to be made 
with national capital. 
The most noteworthy and sorrowful event of the week is the death of Dr. 
DeKoven, of Racine College. He was one of the foreinost Episcopalians' of 
the country, an accomplished scholar, a succ=ful manager of a very complete, 
vigorous educational institution, and a teacher beloved most heartily by all 
who ever had the good fortune to receive his instrnction. The attendance in 
a body of the old students of.the college fr~m ~ilwa~kee and Chicago, upon , 
the funeral services, fully attests the estimation 10 which the good Doctor was 
held. It seems to us that he was ~ortunate in death as in life. To die in the 
midst of one's labors and without impairment of .?ne's faculties is the last 
great boon that can be Lonferred upon any man. . ° 
The Tenth Milwaukee District f" lIows the lead of the Eighth 1D the matter 
of organization for the promotion of i~duslrial drawing, needle.~ork.' and reo 
lated arts.· This school has l'~cenlly paId out nearly '100 for various Improve· 
ments and adornments from. its own fund. 
A Mr. Huntly of Appleton has been teaching the past winter, and he de· 
' cl;""ed before a meeting of the Northern Wisconsin Agricultural Society the 
other day, that he could tell every scholar in his school whose parents furnish-
ed plenty of good reading matter. He asserted that a first·classcounty paper in 
the family was more valuable than a year's schooling. While this latter as-
sertion is a little vague as well 'as possibly exaggerated, it is a stroke in the 
right direction. As often as a good paper enters a house, it takes with it a 
section of the life and light of the great world ou tside; and so educates and 
enlightens the household. 
Mrs. E. D. Holton has presented to the library of the Milwaukee College 
"a superb portfolio of Mexican views," and to the museum "a fine specimen 
of the coffee tree, and some ancient Mexican pottery." She accompanied her 
husband recently to that tropical republic with the "commercial visitors." 
The old, old law over again. All good things flow in lhe wake of commerce. 
It seems that in the northern part of the state there is a school being held 
at the diflerel)-t houses where ' the children reside. Handy,-the teacher 
"boards 'round," and takes his school with him. 
WEST VIiGINIA.-The new school law provides that the retail price of 
school books shall not exceed the present wholesale price, and that the retail 
price shall be published on the backs of the books, and also posted up in 
school houses. 
NEBRASKA.-The educational appropriations made by the legislature for 
,the next two years were State University, '50,000; Normal School,,25,ooo; 
School for the blind, $24,000; for the deaf and dumb, '23,000; for the Re· 
form School, '10,000. The state tax of one mill and the income of the per. 
manent school fund wiII a.!Dount to about '500,000. 
TOhe school.district officers of Fillmore County have r~lved that, other 
things equal, they will give preference to teachers who are members of the 
county teachers' association. 
MINNESOTA.-The next meeting of the State Telchers' Association will be 
held at Winona in August next. Superintendent O. Whitman, of Redwing, 
is president. 
KANSAS.":"'A marked feature of State Supt. Lemmon's Biennial Report, 
just at hand, is a neat lithographic map of each county, showing the location 
of every school.house in the state. The volume contains also a full and de · 
tailed exhibit of all educational and historical data of interest to citizens or 
those seeking information respecting this rapidly growing state. ' 
Governor St. John has appointed Wm. Goss, of Linn county, successor 
of A. Sellers as regent of the State Normal School at Emporia; Gen. E. D. 
Clapp, of" Woodson county, as successor of E. P. 'Lawrence; and J. H. 
Crichton, of Labetle county, as his own successor. 
,IOWA,-Hon. James Harlan and Mr. J. W. Palm were elected school'direc· 
tors of Mt. Pleasant. 
Speaking of the Eastern-Iowa Normal School, the Normal I"dtx says: 
"Established September, 1874, and is the !irst Complete Normal and Train-
ing School for Teachers organized in Iowa." If we are not mistaken, Dav· 
enport had a "Training School for Teachers" in successful operation many 
years before the E, 1. N. S. was born. But of course the Index attaches 
much importance to the term "complele Normal and Training School." 
Des Moines and Davenport pay their superintendents '1,800~ principals 01 
high schools, $1,500. The former pays principals of grammar schools '1,200, 
and the latter pays $1,100 for the same positions. 
This item we copy from a state exchange : "Polk county loans over '42" 
000 of school fund money." 
Ottumwa had the misfortune to lose by fire a school building valued at 
$zo,ooo, on which there was an insurance.of ,11,000. 
Keokuk b.lYs now go arm~d with copie; of the Gatt City containing the 
item about the State Superintendent having decilied th(lt teachen cannot de· 
tain pupils 'after regular hours without the conlel,lt of their parents, and when 
it is propo;ed to "keep them in," after school, they pro~uce the papen and 
plant themselves upon their legal rights. 
Supt. Young, of Davenport, rep3rts for February 3:n average attendance of 
3,273, and 189 in the 'high school. 
Pres. Pickard has corrected an error that has been going the rounds,in reo 
gard to the number of students attending the University. The actual num. 
ber is 539. 
Tuition in the Agricultural College is free to aU students of this state. 
Judge Bagg, of the Ninth Judicial District, has given a decision that notes 
given by school directors in payment for lightning rods are invalid and can-
not be collected by law. 
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THE BEGINNING AND THE LENGTH OF THE TERMS FOR 
WHICH TEACHERS MAY BE EMPLOYED TO TEACH 
LIMITED. 
STATE OF ILLINOIS, 
DBPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
SPIUNGFIELD, Mar~h 10, 1879. 
The att.ention of all school officers and teachers is invited til the following 
opinion recently given by the Supreme Court of this State. 
Nalk"niel A . Steve,uoll fl. Sdwol DireciDYS 0/ Diltrict No . I T. 28, N. R. 14 W. 
I. ScHOOL TEA.CHER ,;,usi jrove"i'srir'" to it'ac"-To entitle a school teacher to recov. 
er, under a contract to teach , in a case where the directors refuse to allow him to teach, he 
must prove or affer to prove the posseuion of a certificate, au thorizi ng him to teach at th e 
lime of his employment. 
2. SCH OOL L\w.-DirecJors cannot ,m)loy teaclur to commence after current year. 
School directors have no power to make contraclS for the employment of teachers for terlllS 
to commence beyond the expiration of the c IJrrent school year, but they may make a con-
tract tor teaching a term extending a reasonable tim e beyond the current school year, when 
made In good faith and not for the purpose of forcing on the district an unsalisfactory 
teacher. 
3· SAl'tIK-PDWers 0/ di1'lcID1's.- The powers of school directors are limited to those ex-
pressly granted, or such as result by necessary implication from those g~ted. . 
Writ of Error to the Circuit Court of Iroquois county : the H on. N. J . P11lsbury. Judge 
presiding. 
MenrJ. Blades, Kay, & Evans for the plaintiff in error. Mr. M. B. Wrigh t and Mr. Rob. 
ert Doyle, for the defendants in error. 
Mr. Chief Justice Scholfield delivered the opinion of the court. 
Plaintiff" in error, claims to have been employed by two school directors, on the l oth day 
of December, 1875, to teach a district school for the term of nine months, commencing on 
the th1rd day of April, 1876; that he was ready, and offered to teach the school , but was 
prevented from 50 doing by the school directou . On the trial he offered in,evidence an in-
strument 10 writing tendlnl to prove the makiQg of a contract, as claimed by him, but thi s 
on objecuon by counsel of defendants 1n error, was excluded by the court. H e also, in the 
same collnection,offered to prove that on the th ird day of April , 18<]6, when he was on the 
war to the lehool bouse, he was met by two of the d irectors and requested to delay com-
mencing the school for one week on account of bad roads, which he agreed to, and that be-
fore that time arrived he was noti fied by the directors that h iS services were not needed: and 
;150 that after the agreement to postpone commencement of the school, the directors 
requested him to take lei~ tha.n the contract price to teach the school, which he declined to 
do; but this evidence wa. also excluded by the Court. . 
Judgment was rendered for the ddendants in error, and the ooly questlon before us, 
therefore, is, did the cour t err in excluding this evidence ? 
It .does not appear from the abstract that pla~ntitr in ,error proved, or offered to prove, 
that, when the COntract was made, or when the seho, l wa! to have been commenced he 
had a c: rtificate or quahficatiuns as a. teacher, obta.ined under the provisioDS of the staiute. 
It Is provided by sec. 5'3 of the school law (Rev. Stat., 1874, p . 964) that "No teacher shall 
be entitled to any portion of the common school Or township fund, or other public fund, or 
be employed to teach any school under the control of any board. of directors of any 
Ichool district in this sta.te, who shall not at the time of his employment have a certificate 
or quo.lIfication'obtalned under the provisions of the act." • .. .. 
Unless, therefore, at the time the alleged contract was made, he had such a certificate 
-one under which he could fully perform his part of the contract-that is, one entitling 
for the employment of teachers fo r future years can be found and the rule is familiar, that 
the powers of school directo rs are limited to those expressly gran ted, of such as result by 
necessary implication from those granted. 
If the contract here sought to be enforced were to be held valid it would necessarily be 
because the b:>ard of di rectors are unlimitei in respec t of contracting for future services of 
teach ers If they may contrac t fo r services to be com menced four months in advance, and 
after the board as organi zed shall cease to exis t. why may they not do so indefinitely? 
If they a re nOL, in thisJrespect , limited by the current school year, where is the limit ? 
We apprehend the chief purpose in having an nual elections of school directors is to ell-
able the people, through this mode, to exercise a direct inRuence in the selection of teachers 
and the control a nd managem c: nt of schoo!s annually. To this end it is provided in olle Of 
the subdi visions of section 42 st4.pra. "At th e a nnual electIOn of directors. the directors 
shal l make a detaIled report of their receipts a Dd expenditures to the voters there present. 
And1again in ODe of the subdivisions of sec tion 50, it is provided: 
' rEvery school established under the provis ions of this ac t; shall be for the Instruction in 
the branches of education prescribed in the qualifications for teachers, aDd such other branch-
es, including vocal music and drawing, as the directors or the voters of the district, at the 
annual election of directors, may prescnbe. 
Under this provision it could no t be known until after the a nnual e1ecyon of directors, 
but that the voters of the district would prescribe tha t certain branches should be taught 
beyond those ordinarily taught in dis trict schools-and there can, obviously, be no intcligent 
employment of a teacher until it is known what is required to be taught. 
There is doubtless DO objecr,ion to contracts for the teaching of terms extending for · a rca· 
sonable time beyond the current school year, when such c~ntracts are entered into 10 good 
faith, aad not for the purpose, merely, of forcing upon the district an unsatisfac tory teacher 
or defeatmg the will of the voters at the annual election. But we think the spirit and in-
tent of the law are clearly repugnant to·the idea that one board of director5 may, by con-
tracts wholly to be carried out in the future, divest future boards of directors of the power to 
select the teachers they shall desire, ror the terms to be commenced after their organization. 
Thejudgment is affirmed. 
The foregoing opinion settles two very important points concerning th e 
emploYlI\ent of teachers. 
The first is in effect that all contracts w!th teachers for terms of school to 
begin after the annual election in April, should not be made prior to tha t 
election: Of course it must not be inferred that a board of education can-
not mlke conlracts with their teac!ters, at any time subsequent to the annual 
election for the usual school year, even though it extend beyond the first of 
April; nor that a board of directors cannot make a contract for the customary 
term of school, begmning in the fal.! and often continuing till the next sum 
mer.' 
The second point is of perhap' equal interest, particularly to teachers: 
The law provides that the teacher must have a legal certificate when he 
Wilkes his contract with the directors; and when the directors certify the 
teacher's schedules, they must state that he has such a certificate. This de _ 
cision' however, declares that unless the teacher at the time of making his 
contract has a certificate entitling him to teach lor t"e entire term 01 t"; eon· 
tract tlu contra" is a nullity. 
I am aware that the usage which has prevailed with regard to these matters 
has, in many places, not b,en in accordance with the law as set forth in this 
decision. But now th,t the law has been clearly stated by the Supreme 
Court, all interested will do well to govern themselves accordingly; 
JAMES P. SLADE, 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
IOWA. 
him to teach during the entire term, the contract would be a nullity ; and by analogy to pre- RON. C. W . vo~ C(El.LN, SUPERINTENDENT PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
vlous deciSiOns, it would l eem clear that, to entitle him to recover, he should have proved 
or have offered ~o prove, the possession of such certificate. Cauy v. Balridre et at. IS/II. I. School directo.r. must be elected by. ballot. See constitution of Iowa, 
6.$; S'Hilh v. Curry II al. 16 iJ. , In .. Do/kift It alv. Os601''',.39 iii., 101 : Wells v. TltePeD- Art. II. Sec. 6. 
pi, IX. 1'11. 7I itl.5Jz. • 
Waiving this objection, however, we are of opinion the court properly excluded the evi. The law contemplates that the election for sub· director shall . be open at 
dence offered of the written contract, because the school directors have no power to make least three hours. See sec. 1789, and notes, S. L. 1876; also 37 Iowa, 131 . 
contracts for t~e employment of tea.chen fQr ter;', to commence beyond the expiration of "The certificate or commission is the lea"t, but not th~ly evidence of an 
th~~~7.e;tp'r~~~~~;::·the annual.iection of school directors shall be on the first Satur- election, and if that be refused, secondary evidenc~ls admissible." Mc· 
daY'of April, when one director ,hall be elected In each ·district. (Rev. Slat . • 87 •. p 950. Crary on Elections, p. IZ3· 
••. ) After the election, the board is to be organized by the election of apresident and clerk Anyone agrieved by the action of the board in refusing to admit a claim· 
from their number. Id . . And it is the duty of th is board "toeltaOl;'!, and llIej j" ojera ant, or in admitting a certain person, has the remedy of a writ quo warranto. 
ti.II ." for atle .. t five months in each year, and longer If practicable, a sufficient number of , ..JlS provided for by sec •. 3345-335 2 , c<>de of 1873 Only the courts . of law 
free schoola lor the proper accommodation of all children In the district over'1li:e ag e of s ix 
audunde"wenty.on.years. 0 0 0 Ibid .• f.8. c~n determine the right or title to offi:e,or inquire judicially into alleged 
"they.hall appoint all tcchen, 6a: the amount of their salaries, etc. Ibid. * funds at an el~ction. 
"They shalt have power to a .. ;gn pupils to the several schools. Ibid. The fact that a person i! recognized by the courts as a member of the 
"For the purpose of establishing and SUpportiDg free schools, for not less than five nor board, compels the other member. and the officers of the board to accord to 
more than nine month. in each year, and defrayiDI a11 expenses of the same of every de. 
Icription, - • • the directors of each dis trict shalt be authorized to levy a tax to him his rights as a member. 
annually upon all toe taxable propenyof the district-not to exceed two per cent for educa- 2 . To divide the burden of taxation, the electors may vote school. house 
tlonal, and three per ceDt for building purposes to b. ascertained by the last assessment fo tllJ(es in advance of the time when they expect to ord~r them expended. If 
tho state and county taxes: ' 0 0 0 Ibid. this is done, it should be done with great caution. 
It II here seen, power Is given alone wltJi reference to the current year. The schools to be 
provided, the teachers employed, the laXeslevled, etc., are, .. clearly ulangua,e caD ex- There is no provision of law by which the funds of the districts can be 
pres. the idea (or the current year. No other power contempJaLin& the makln&,of contract. loaned. 
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3~ The teacher has control over scholars during school hours, within ~ea­
sonable limits, unless restricted by a rule of the board. He may require a 
scholar to remain in his seat during recess as a pumshment. However, it is 
not wise to deprive children to any great extent, of the exercise necessary to 
their physical well· being. 
4. Sec. 297b, code of 1873, provides that "a municipal or political corpo-
ration shall not be garnished. However, tne corporation may waive exemp· 
tion from this process. See Iowa Reports, XXV., 315. 
5. It is wbolly within the discretion of the board of directors to determine 
the amounts required for the contingent and teachers' fund. Any vote of the 
electors, touching these amounts, is only suggestive and is not at all binding. 
See sec. '777, .S. L . 1876. All schoolhouse funds muts be voted !:iy the elec-
tors. See sec. 1717, and sec. 1807, S. L. 1876. 
6. When note (b) to sec. 1800 was written, mdependent districts were not 
formed from rural sub·districts . The note does not apply to such rural inde· 
pendent districts. The use of the term civil towns!;p, in sec. 1805, seems ' 
plainly to provide for the annexation of any territory not included in an in· 
dependent district formed under the provisions ofsecs. 1800:-1801, S. L. 1876. 
DRS MOINRS, March IS, 1879. 
MICHIGAN. 
HON. C. A. GOWER, SUPT. PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
I. Holding property in a district does not give to a non· resident the rights 
of a voter at district meetings in such district. 
2. A director or moderator, refusing to sign or countersign orders legal'ly 
drawn for legal purposes, may be removed from office by the township board 
(sec. 136, school law.) 
3. The law r.equirin~ the payment of the institute fee by a teacher at the 
time of obtaining a certificate provides · that such fee shall not be paid more 
than once in any seltvol year. The school year begins w,th the first Monday 
of September, consequentl fee paid previous to the first Monday of Sep-
tember will not exempt a teacher from paying at an examination held after 
that day, although 12 months may not have expired since the preceding pay· 
'ment of the fee.-Lansing Rlpubliean. 
LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 
-The Magazint of Art, published by Cassell, Peter, and Galpin, New 
York, continues to grow in interest to American readers. The publishers an-
nounce American Art as a prominent feature for the future, and with the Feb-
ruary number there was begun a series of papers ·on "Art in America and 
American Artists." Yearly s.ubscription price, "2.75; New volume began 
with the February number. 
-The report of the Columbus, Ohio, Board of Education contains this 
wise p~sage Irom the address of its president : "We believe teachers should 
be paid salaries which will enable them to devote thelt leisure hours to study 
and to preparation for school duties. It has been the aim of our Board to do 
this." The growth of this spirit among the school-boards of this country 
would do more for the public schools .than the introduction of the countless 
new branches that are on the way to hinder all practical instruction. 
'-Judging from the "prospective" of Prof. Bellows's Geomet'ry, which has 
been announced as nearly ready for the mark:t, the work will ge one peculiar 
for its originality in plan and arrangement, and will be examined with a good 
deal of interest by teachers of that subject in high S9hools and colleges. 
-One of the wonders of magazine literature in this country is the Pn'nct-
ton Rtvirw, which is published bi.monthly at two dollars a ·Ylar. "The ob· 
ject is to present, to the largest number of intelligent readers, articles entirely 
original, of the highest order and timeliness, from the best minds of this 
country and Europe, treating of the most interesting phases of thought in 
Theology, Philosophy, Politics, Science, Literature, and Art." The first issue 
for 1879 contains 238 magnificent pages. The price of a single number i. 
only thirty· five cents. Without question, this is the cheapest publication of 
the kind in this country, if not in the world. A single number of this Rl-
view is worth at least one dollar to every intelligent and educated man or 
woman in the land. Its publication is said to be conduCted purely as a "labor 
of love," by one whose money and culture are equal to its maintenance. If 
ever a teacher of the higher ranks is disposed to purchase any article because 
it is cheap, he sh"uld send for the Princtton Rtvirw, and he will be repaid a 
thoUi&\ld times by reading the scholarly articles which it contains-provided 
his own education be equal to an appreciation of them. Address the Pn'"u-
tonRtvirw, New York. 
THE ORIGIN OF THE KINDERGARTEN METHOD IN TEACHING 
MUSIC. 
The kindergarten system of teaching that has been so popUlar, is too well 
known to require any comment, but kindergarten u applied to music has not 
been known to the public in general until the present year, and owes its origin 
to Mr. H. F. Wight, of Boston, well known as a teacher and composer 01 
music. During the past six or seven years Mr. Wight has made it his ,con-
stant study to produce a system of instr)!ction in music for public schools that 
wiJI enable all the members of a school to acquire a knowledge of it, instead 
of only those who are naturally quick to learn, as IS the case with even the 
best methods in use. \ 
As it proved, time and energy favored the project, and the result has been. 
the advent of a method to which has been given the name of "Wight's Kin· 
dergarten System" of instruction in music for public schools. To practice and 
improve on his method, Mr. Wight has usually spent his summer vacations 
in places remote from the cities, choosing localities where music was not 
taught in the public .schools, so as to test it upon uncultivated talent, and de-
velop. from it all that accumulated experience might possibly do in that dire~· . 
tion. To prove that this system has attained the desired end, it is only neces-
sary to say that of thirty different schools, of eighteen lessons each, consisting 
of pupils the greater portion of whom were under eleven years of age, there 
was not an individual member of either school who was a regular attendant, 
who was not able to read and wn'tt music in all the different keys, and to ex· 
plam its work, and show by absolute demonstration that it was understood. 
The nature of the exercises in the" Wight Kinderg.ltten System" is such as to 
render it utttr/y impossibll for the pupil to proceed unless every point be un-
derstood; consequently the much· deplored rote business is unknown in them. 
This assertion is a direct reply to the oft.repeated question, "Can a system 
where such rapid advancement is made, be thorough?" 
The author of the system in question has not as yet made any earnest at-
tempts to bring it before the public, but expects to do so the present season, 
and will publicly challenge any system to produce, in five years' time, the re-
sults he that is able to. and has produced, by his method in six months. 
From this school system Mr. Wight has produced his kindergarten harmonic 
metho!! for the piano . . The results produced from this he claims to be no less, 
and it is bllt a fair test of his assertion to see his youngest pupils, of ten or 
eleven years of age, after a single term of lessons, strike any chord called for 
in the various keys, explain the relation that one bears to the other, and ar· 
range notes into four distinct parts, so as to produce perfect harmony (all ar· 
ranged according to the rule~ of teaching.) Of course the pencil enters 
largely into this style of composition, and but little or no printed matter is used 
durmg the first term. The world is moving rapidly into this style of teaching, 
and the suoner that much of the dry and useless trash now used disappears 
from sight, the sooner shall we as a people be not only lovers of mu;ic but 
educated in it. * * * 
W edgwood' s Topical Analysis. 
Nnv and Enlarged Edition now Ready. 
TOPICAL ANALY~IS of Descriptive Geography, United States History, 
Practical Arithmetic, PhYSiology and Hygiene, Physical Geography, Eng 
lish Grammar, and Penmanship. For use in Common-Schools, Normal 
Schools, and Teachers' Institutes. Revised Edition, PP.115. By GEORGE 
S. WEDGWOOD, Superintendent of Schools at Atlantic, Iowa. Price 50 
cents. Chicago: S. R: Winchell & Co. 
The Third Edition of this popular work is now ready (or delivery. It has been enlarged 
~~d t~:n~:~~~i~. of l~?s ~~~ ~S~~t ~~~~:;I~~jte~~d ~s:r~r b~~ ~:tO;rr~&~~J f!nl~~:~u~er::~~ 
f~hl~o:~~~l~~~i~~~~h~~~ ~~~rsu~!o~pp~~d ~r:hC~Sn~;:r!r~!~~b~~k~YorO~~~~ed{t I: !:d~ 
::hg!i,d~he~:~ ~~:hi~;~Fb~k:;~~:i~:e ill~;:;=t t~diliaen~~~~h: C~h:t:r:!til~l!: ::~ 
time of copying on the blackboard, or of dictating, an oudine (or review or recitation. and 
to the pupils the immense burden of writing the outline down for their own use. ·They are 
not in dal ger of making errors in cnpying their outline, or of losing the paper upon wl-.lcb 
it IS wri.tten. Send for a copy and convince yourself of Its surpassing utility. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The followinR: are a few of the opinions expressed concerning the grevious editions i 
o;~:nnl i~t t~~~a~~~,:!e~D~ s~~d~~~~~~;sw~~C;;iG~ ~e:1.A}~rdUliit:r:C:Sj!a~ , rec-
"For the use of students somewhat advanced, anr~CUlarlY tbe reviews, I conlldcr 
it a work of practical value."-HoM Alonso A6enuthy. 
"I am much 'pleased with the parts 1 have examined. * * * 1 pa,.IktJarly hke your 
division of our hlst.o~to fou,. periods. It is the most easy and the o1ll71fatural divJIIOD. 
~~i~":~~~:!~~~ 1 ha~~a~~!~::'~S~~~L~: J.:J,.~~I,i~:P,;t.Il'. HYeicne the best 
:~: h~:e ~tv~::h~-;ik~!~ciaf'att~!'t~:~.t."ib!ite;e~~r;:= ~fI~~i~~ the ~ub-
lects arc arra.n~d, not only t:f.:icall,Y, but IYltcmatically, and It caD not faU matenaUy to 
~D.fi~~h:k'n.r,e1J::~:r:sI, I~~oll who have had but a limitedcxcrienco In teachioa." 
I t~lnta~~ b~~~il:~n~~~!~r t~ha~ Ppia~~w:ai: ;~l~~te::d~h:rc ~~e;rra~ri~1 k=~:~t~h::'; 
under anyother"plan 1 ba.veever used. They not only advance rapidly. but aeem to take 
ple~'A~;~nu s~~1~~f ~1e~eC~~~~!~ ~~ath:~~~-~~i ;v:-~~cl:"iabor on the of teach. 
ers, and will prove. in the hands o( pupils . a great savin, to the p!urons of t~chools by ~,!h1,':i:;;::::~.:,,~elit~nd (ora uniformity of text-books: ~ ... HM. :las. P. SUuh, SJUI $',,;t. 
El;~I.f.D~I}!ife~:,l~~~~I!~.~ ~k, and would recommend it to teachers wiihina to review.' 
El;;; ~~'!v~ i~roOd·. Topical A"aJJlsu a very creat help to 'Itandiq alODe." -S. C.JJMIl, 
Retail pricel SO cen... DiscouDt to the tnd.. Copi.. (or ezami .... 011 lent pootpaid OIl receipt of reta 1 pnce. No attention p&1d to ordCl'l unaccompanied by the cab. 
Adclreu the publishers, 8. B. w.nrCJDCLr.-1Ii eo<, ~_, m. 
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PU~B~L;IS~H;E;R~· S:"~D~E~P~A~R~T~M~E~N:'T~.===r~~~~~~~~~~~===r~;;~~;;~~~~~~~~ 
'. BACK NUMBERS of the WEEKLY will be furnllhed or 
Bo~end c~:~,::c7oru~~i;7~hH~'ir~~!c~~~U:J:~'ilt stamp, 
can be had for '5.00. Covers alone, 7S cents. 
Jf notice il lent us of a missing number Immediately on 
receipt of the ,".xl number, we will mail it free. Always 
give tbe "'1",6" of the paper, not the date. 
In ordering a change in the address of your pa~er. always 
a~:.t~h!::4~cc ~nd state ;'0111 which yo~ w sh the ad-
. TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (SO Nos.), 13.00 WI.hln]O days. I>.so. 
Six months (25 Nos.), 1.75 If II 1.50. 
In club. of five, I year, 2.50 2 25 . 
II U ten, If 2.2; 2 .00. 
Three months to new w6scri6ers, 60 cents in aaflanu. 
WJSCON~IH EDJTJON (month~). SOCCDU a year in advance. 
Sln&-le ~.&!::,t:~:~:a~~o~~::: ~~: ~~d New. 
The lut number paid (or by each subscriber ~ on the ad-
dress label, which thus serves as a receipt for aU money sent 
on R:~cr::::n~~t~~1gtt~n!~Dt by Itered letter, draft or postofti~ money orderl payable toT R . WINCHBLL & Co. 
Do "tit send Ba,,1r CluclU. 1 "'Y CI}1t us 2.5 Cnlt, apiue 
For coll,ction. ~ 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Pcr lioc, agate measure. 10 cents each insertion. When a 
1D'~b"~~~~,'iD~~:=::~,' :; :::t~ : N::.' Special Notlces 
Advertisements running one month or morc will appear in 
all the different 11ronthlJ1 ,ditit11U of the WUKLY, which are 
published (or local circulation in the various states. 
Special rates (01 twelve. six. and three months' contracts. 
Orders from s trangers must be paid monthly in advance. 
Addres. aU communications to . 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO. Publishers, 
8, Ashland Block, cor. Clark and 'Randc,Ipb SIS'f CbICl1l10, II. 
Con9umptwn OIwed. 
in ~~ ~:n~~y:~c~~n~~i~li:~r=~~ htb~nfo!:!I~I~f~ 
.1!Bple veretable remedy for the speedy and permanent cure 
fOr Conl umption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all 
Throat and LunK Aft'.:ction. , also a positive and radical cure 
for Nervous l>ebillty and all Nervous Complaints, after 
havin, tested its wonderful curative powen in thousands of 
easel, has felt it his duty to make it known to his suffering 
fellows. Actuated by tfUI motive and a desire to relieve hu. 
man sufferin" I will send free of chal"le to all who desire it, 
this recipeJ whh full dIrectioDs for preparing and using, in 
German, }I'rench, or English. Sent W. mail by addreSSing 
:~t,hBi:~PR=hr:~:r,t~~ t.aper, W'. • SH.IlA::~:. ~rw. 
A Co'mplete Illustrale(/ Guide 
To the Wonderful Ilininlt Country, 
LEADVILLE, COL. 
WITH FOUR lIlA.P8. 
CONTENTS-HISTORY: REAL ESTATE; THE 
DIFFERENT MINI'NG NEIGHBORHOODS. A l:om . 
~~~k;~I\t°:fi~:W:!Ic~~ t:: ,~P~:a~·L~:J~;ll;fr:~i:ff 
~~k 1!:!~~!i~C: ~:Ik~~i~ ~r -e:d~il:-~~he;:':~j 
How to " Pufl[p" in Leadvi lle; A Competitor for the Stale Ca~It.1 i The Tradel' and Professions 1 The Class of People 
In Lean ville . Gu Worka ; ·Wa.er :suP'ply; Sc,"",,/. and 
CI.Nrd,,, : Coal and Lumber; The Provess of Leadville; 
wl.h Map of the Principal Minlni Claims In Leadville. 
VANDERCOOK & CO., PublllheD and Enaravers,Chi. 
<ago, IIl1nol. - . 
Copyrl,h.ed. Paper cover, soc. Postpald.o anyad-
drell,6oc. eye 
Rock River Paper Co., 
l38 and 140 Lake St., 'Chicago, 
Manufacturers and dealers In 
Manufacturers 01 the 
Patent Red Ce~ Carpet, Liniug and 'Building 
. Paper. 
A Purely Vegetable Remedy 
Th.e Sat'"est. Easiest and nest 
eve~ disDO V"Cl."cd :Cor 
KIDN.EY COMPLAINTS, 
PILES, CRAVEL, 
CONSTIPATION, 
LUMBACO, 
RHEUMATISM, 
DI~BETES. 
(A-WONDERFUL DISCOVERY) 
A purt'lyvcg'!tnblcco:uponllI1! not doctored '''ith 
po!sonousUqno:'8, 'being' dry-n gcntlc cathnrtic nnd 
cIcctivc tonic- sure to ('{fectually curc BOlllcofthc 
most common nnd p.lnfnl dl.oenses th.t bnme.med. 
icnl skill. Those who h.ve been cured when nil 
other means failed,Justl7 say: "It is tbe grealost 
blc8~i l1gofthe age." HI believe I should not now 
be alive bnt for it." Physicians in regulnr pmc!ice 
.ay: j'It works Ilke 0- charm lind effectively." 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 
t1r' (f th l" KIDNEY WORT CftIlnot otheTWfe,e be readily obblnrd 
"'to willuL"l1l n ly'\I;k,,-~ , _pn·.paMJ...2.n ftCelpt or tho! price onoldoll&l:' ~LLS. RlCI:lARDSON' « .... v., .Propricton, Burl~t.on. Yeo • 
Do Your Own Printinsr. 
LE VER STAR PRINTING PRESS. 
BEST, CHEAPEST,STRONGEST, SIMPLEST. 
One-third heaVier than any other 
press. Only press built in which 
the manutacturer has con fi den c e 
enoughjn its strength fo eive a full 
w.1rrantee. Send 3-cent stamp for 
f:::~~ti~~ o~~d ~~~~n!"~~ ]~~a~~ 
C. II JONES, 
Western Agent Star PreSs, 
J88 MonrWStrcet. Chicago. 
WARD'S NATURAL SCIE"CE ESTABLlS.HMENT 
' ~o~p~~he:o~a~!deC:l1l: :!~ d1P::~he:t!h~r :!a~~~~e S~iiic~ 
aided by plans and sc~erules of what can be furnished them 
for g.ven sums which they may indicate. An.immense stock. 
constantJy on hana of Minerals, Rocks, Fossils, Casts of 
Fossils , Geo)o~ical Maps and Models , Skelctonst Stuffed !l:Oh:l~lal:~~~e~~. RM~u~e:ks', ti~f~~:sn:,d C~::~~ 
Corals, Sponges, ForameDifera etc" dry and in alcohol. 
Also most interestin~ GLass Models of Invertebrates, Ameri-
r::y~nd F'o'~~(B~ .~~ EWAR~~n~ .rM~.iR~e~~er. N . V 
AndrewsSlauDrawiogBook 
~l.Jlt11drnwj('''~Vrc. """". " .. e , 250 J~l~~~f~i 
I each, 
mail. 
DO YOUR OWN PRINTING 
Unlimited Advertising Without Expen~e Except 
. \ for I~k and Paper, after procuring this apparatu,. 
Autographi : Letters, Cir.:ulars, Price Lis ts , etc. The 
mo:t effl!ctual means of adverlising known. Every bUSiness 
or professional man should have thls·process. Read the 
followin&:: 
C HICAGO·, December 5th, r878 . 
Griut Manufa -;luying Co .-
Ch?n-:Tfu~M~h~-:set ~hr~~ ~~~t~eal~o~~ Jai~:i!~! ~; 
fleasu re in sta ting lh.tt it has given us entire !lath faction. ts simplicity is particularlv cnmmendable It does all the 
work you promised, and requires but a very little practi "e to 
be':ome proficient in its use. 
Very tmly. LYON & HEALY. 
Griut Ma1lufacturing Co .-
In reply to your inquiry in reference to MechaDlcal P en 
and Duplicating Press, would say it affords us p leasure to 
test ifv to its great value. \Ve have h ad one in almost daily 
use in this offi e for nearly six months with the most satis .... 
factory resul s . We have found it all you claimed for it. 
W: 1. YObNG. C. F . ~. 1Il . Ceniral R.R . 
AGENTS WANTED 
In every city and town for the sale of the Ilechanical Pen 
and Duplica'ing Press. an~ I'IfPR OVEDSINGER SEW-
ING MACHINES, of our own manufacture. We are pre· 
pared to give exclusive terri tory and large discounts to first. 
cia!'s agents. 
Mechanical Pen 70B PRINTING in connect:on wilh 
the sale of these goods wdl pay handsomely 1n any commu· 
Dlty. Send for circular', samples, discount~, and full parucu· 
lars. If you desire a ~aying business commumcate with us 
at once. 
Price of Mechanical Pen outfit.complete $15 ca.;;h with or· 
der. Singer Sewing Machines at retail-satisfacti ~ n guar-
anteed. Prices made known on applicat ion. Addres .. 
GRIEST M'F'G CO .• 
cch Washington and Market Sts., Chicago. 
TO I~·TEREST YOUR PUPILS. 
w~~:r~bl~c~ i:~~~~~~~tP~e~c1rir!i:shi~ lfin~in~ ~~~\~~t 
the curious things there are in the world . It exercise5 a 
profound mfluence upon them ; it wakes them up to think 
and study for themselves; it encourages self-education. It 
Will prove an incentive Without an equal Don't fail to send 
for this paper ifloU want to wake your pupils up, and have 
them stay wake up. Send SO cents for a year if you mUSl, 
send 10 cents for three numbers-but 110 postal cards: 
(teacheB, don't give away your work nor ask us to give 
away ours.) . E. L. KELLOGG & Co .. 
tf " !7 Warren Street, N. Y. 
Teachers will do their pupils, their schools, and them-
~.eR~ ~~c~;.i~~ by securing clubs for the above paper. 
ROBER1 S. DA VIS & CO." 
36 Bromfield St., BOSTON. 
Publishel'Sof 
GILBERT'S INTROOUCTORY SPELLER. 
.. GRAOED TEST SPELLER. 
GREENLEAF'S MATHEMATICAL SERIES. _ 
PARKER'S EXERCISES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 
INDEPENDENT HAND·BOOK OF MENTAL ARITH. 
UNIVERSITY ALGEBRA. Just out. 
For information, address the publishers, or 
cia S. E. IIEEDE, Keokuk, Iowa, Western A.I!" . 
RORHER'S BOOK-KEEPING. 
Primary,. .. ... . ... .. ..• , so I The five books sent to teach-
Common School, ...•.. . . ].50 en for examination for '3.50, 
Counting-House, ....... . 3.00 but only in reply to requests 
Lectures, 'I .OC'. Key, .. . 2 .00 accompanied by the money. 
Special terms for introduction. / 
[cpu) W.1. GILBERT, Publi2'er. St. Loui. Mo 
EXCUllSION 
to 
.-- - Address 
E U B 0 P/E SE.f2.~l:r~· 
'PROF. A. LUDEMAN, 
State Normal School, Ypsilanti. Mich. ccy 
1 0,000 ~d~:5~ ~n~t:~d~~~eW!me:~ndF:fi:~ SilkH:~~~ 
kerchief, every thread silk. Regular price '1.00. Address 
chu G. W . FOSTER & Co., "5 Clark St., Chicago. 
PLAYS Tableaux, Dialogues, Recitations.. Colored • Fire, Wigs, Moustaches, etc. Catalogues sent 
free by HAPPY HOURS CO .• NO.5 Beekman S •• , N . Y 
Ii to $ 20 ~dd~~ ~tt~~~ne.A ~~P~:rbc:t J! f:: 
66 • ... .ek il!'your own town. Terms and,s outfit free. Addrn. 1I: Halle.t & Co., Ponland, Me. cca 
